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About This Game

Follow Turner, a rebel bunny rabbit with impressive combat skills in his quest to find those
responsible for slaughtering his village. Uncover a far-reaching conspiracy involving the corrupt

leaders of the rabbit republic and the wolves of the nearby lands.

Streamlined Combat: Gone are the days of combo memorization and button mashing.
Lugaru uses a context-sensitive combat system to put all the moves at your finger tips. It’s
up to you to choose the right move at the right time and think your way through the fights.

Open-Ended Strategy: Each level presents you with an environment and a series of enemies.
How you choose to defeat your adversaries is entirely up to you. Storm in from the front and

fight everyone at once or ambush your foes one at a time with stealth attacks.

Ragdoll Physics: Not only does striking your enemies do damage, but so does colliding with
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the environment once you’ve knocked them off their feet. Nothing does more damage than a
swift rabbit kick that sends the enemy hurtling into a stone wall.

Environmental Detail: Factors like wind direction and whether or not you remembered to clean
the blood off your knife affect your ability to sneak up on the enemy undetected.

Brutal AI: Enemies in Lugaru prefer unfair fights. Expect them to shout for back up, attack in
groups, and exploit any superior weaponry they can find.

Moddability: Turning on Lugaru’s debug mode gives you access to the map editor so you can
build your own levels, campaigns and mods. Debug mode also enables crazy cheats that allow
players to fly, have infinite health, explode enemies’ heads and set themselves on fire further

igniting anyone who comes too close.

New HD Textures: The original Lugaru has gotten a more modern, graphical makeover while still
staying true to the game’s spirit. Special thanks to Tim Soret for his HD texture pack.
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You be rabbit - you kill rabbit.. Warning! Very very challenging. You'll possibly tear your hair out trying to beat this game!
However, it feels very rewarding when you do succeed.. yea its good. A very unique Beat 'em up that shows a lot of style and
creativity on the part of its developer. Can't wait for Overgrowth to be done. :). Fun little game, good time killer and perfect if
your too cheap to buy overgrowth. Can be a little bit of a learning curve at first but towards the final missions you will be
stringing epic combos togther and slaughtering wolfs. if you are able to deal with the extrememly dated graphics you will love
this game. only thing is that its very short. I really need to do my final research paper, but I'm doing this instead. Recommended.
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This game is terrible, the graphics are bad, gameplay is O.K., the story is not amazing, and the game is basically a button masher
to win.. This is freaking stupid.
Half the text boxes from NPCs don't even properly appear so I don't even know what to do or what the story is, the combat is
just unfun, text can go off-screen so you can't even see the entire messege (this made the tutorial harder than it needed to be),
you can't change directions while in midair so you'll overshoot way too many jumps (DID THESE PEOPLE NEVER PLAY
SUPER MARIO!?).
I'm fairly certain this game only got "mostly positive" because it's playerbase is a buncha furries who wanna screw the
characters.. Furry Bashing Simulator.. This bunny brawler is amazing.. Ever watch a fantasy TV show or movie and wonder
where all the horses are? I played Lugaru and couldn't figure out where all the houses, plants, farms, or whatever are. I couldn't
get into it, which is a shame because the bits they did well were done really well.. Battle Rabbits...?. While the game is fairly
entertaining, I can't say I enjoyed it very much myself. It's a bit too fast paced for me. That doesn't mean it's a bad game or you
won't enjoy it, though. I'm just not into fighting games like this that much.

Good points:
-Furries
-An interesting story
-button mashing (if you're into that, but I'm not.)
-combos
-realistic blood and damage
-real stealth
-ragdoll physics
-optional tutorial

Bad points:
-Only 2 or 3 songs in the whole game
-very fast paced
-Can be difficult.
-No large resolution sizes and almost no wide screen resolutions
-creepy title screen image
-Anime type scenarios: "Hello!" "YOU MUST DIE!" *intense fighting*

I only recommend this game because I know people are into this sort of stuff.
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